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As we move into the third decade of the 21st

The State of Tech-sphere Minority
Entrepreneur Investment in 2020

century, minority entrepreneur investment is yet
lagging behind the broader venture capital
landscape. We should be thriving in a time of
unprecedented gains for Black and minority
investment, as well as for the Black and minority
entrepreneurs who rely on this investment.

Instead, we are seeing a persistent stagnation
against inclusion of investors from minority
backgrounds. As such, there is a continued
deprivation of the innovative ideas, cutting-edge
concepts, profitable products and services that
minority entrepreneurs have to offer.
When we focus on entrepreneurs in the tech
sphere, the outlook is strikingly afflicted. Techenabled products and services exist at the very
cutting edge of development and innovation.

This sector exists and outperforms many others
based on risks taken to foster innovation and the
very nature of Venture Capital welcomes the
aspirations of those with even a hint of genius.
Naturally, we would expect the investment ecosystem in this sphere to be pioneering inclusion and
authentic forward-thinking.

Yet, this is not so.

In 2020 more than 80% of investment capital firms do not
have a single Black or minority investor on their roster.
VC Firms with (1) Or More
Black and Minority
1+ PPL OF COLOR
Investors

17%

VENTURE
CAPITAL
FIRMS

VC Firms Void of Black
and Minority Investors

Only 2% of venture capitalists at partner-level are from
Black or minority backgrounds.
Between 2013 and 2019, 77% of startups were backed by
venture capital investment, yet only 1% of this investment
was delivered to Black startup founders.
There are over 4 million entrepreneurs from Black and
minority backgrounds in the United States,
and 3.9 million of these do not receive funding
from venture capital sources.
It is estimated that if these businesses are delivered
funding on a level proportional to the broader business
community, this will unlock $591.3 billion worth of revenue.

0 PPL OF COLOR
83%

A Critical Dislocation Between Words and Actions

The worlds of tech startups and
venture capital do not exist in
isolation. More than ever before, the
advancements stemming from
investment in technology support
innovative products and services that
are essential. The ambition and
foresight to build accessible and

Many influential figures in the tech capital and

practical technology has never been

investment field have highlighted the vocal support that

accomplished without inclusion.

has been given to improvement in diversity, as well as
the funds that have been raised in direct support.

As such, we cannot isolate the technology
sector from other industries in the pursuit

However, this has contrasted sharply with the realities
of life within these same tech firms.

of equitable progress. The need for
genuine changes reach into ever sector

The support for increased diversity is there. Donations

and should be prioritized in the tech

and fundraising efforts, in many instances, are there, as

community. It is imprudent to dismiss the

well. Black employees, partners, leaders are

connection between prevalent inequality

conspicuously absent within the tiers of successful Tech

in the process of who receives funding as

Firms and Capital/Funding mechanisms.

well as the roles of those who determine
the worthiness of startups seeking
funding.

Public statements, Social Media Campaigns and
celebrated self aggrandized monetary donations are
all appreciated gestures. It is not enough, however; to

There are continual changes unfolding in

say "Black Lives Matter". Lasting, irrefutable changes

society at large which are amplified by

are needed on a structural level, both within the tech

the pandemic. In the past, intentionally

sphere and within society as a whole.

vague policy shifts that were counterfeit
solutions to the glaring lack of progress
might have been presented. A dislocation
between the words and actions of many
investment firms has led to a continued
apathy. Fortunately, the scrutiny and
support from a cross section of people,
representing all backgrounds, empowers
lasting change and a well defined goal.

There are visible changes unfolding in
society at large. These deviations from
the status quo are amplified by the global
pandemic. Corporate citizenship is
closely monitored and the response to
support positive efforts and dismantle
outmoded practices is swift.

WORKING
TOWARDS THE
SOLUTION
How Can Black
and Minority
Entrepreneurs
Get the Funding
They Need?

CREATING A DIVERSE CULTURE
DEPLOYING ACCELERATOR
PROGRAMS IN KEY AREAS
In a dedicated pursuit of reducing the gulf
between Black and Minority founders and their
counterparts, there is risk of overlooking a
fundamental necessity of increased diversity

Accelerators are a proven useful tool

throughout all stages of growth and within

of fostering deep seeded changes for

corporate culture at large. Diversity in

any organization. With the aim of

executive level talent and inclusion in the roles

providing swift results in the realm of

of VC Funders are not mutually exclusive.

startups, the accelerator model offers

The increased deployment of wide sweeping

tangible application opportunities that

diversification offers no danger of

enrolled startups can deploy

intermperate positive outcomes.

immediately. Although there are
around 700 active accelerator

With pressure exerted to compel Venture

programs nationally, less than 15 are

Capital firms, the immediate outcome should

operational in the State of Georgia.

yield increases in the promotion and hiring of
people specifically on the partner level.

Focused deployment of our

There should also be a rapidly increasing

Accelerator programs that provides

percentage of capital made available to

startup founders of color with tools,

vetted minority led concepts. What then,

relationships, equity and a support

should be the long term markers of change

system offers results that continue to

once the laser focus of consumers and

exponentially impact our community.

advocates for inclusion has dimmed?

Shifts in consumer focus are imminent and
represent the nature of community
involvement. Throughout the community efforts
to institute lasting change, the aim must be to
create a shift in mindset, practices, standards
and protocols that are at the core built upon
equality. The tactics of public relations fueled
gestures offer only temporary results.
A deeply rooted commitment to progress must
be birthed absent of shaming, guilt,
reprimanding and temporary accountability.

FOCUSING ON EFFECTIVE
MENTORSHIP AND SUPPORT

Along with direct investment, Black and
minority business founders need the right
support. The long term effectiveness of
investment is linked to targeted guidance
and continual cultivation.

Presently, many startup founders and

CONNECTING OUR
COMMUNITIES WITH THE RIGHT
INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES

newly engaged investors from minority
communities suffer from exclusion in a
multitude of aspects. Withheld advocacy is
contributing to the stagnation of economic

The joint efforts of accelerator programs,

opportunity. It is also increasing the gap

mentorship, dedicated support and

between supported and unsupported

authentic cultural shifts are not enough to

communities in the field of tech-enabled

reboot the system. The allocation of

entrepreneurship.

venture capital for the tech startups that
have been denied the most utile tool of

The voices of proficient guides offering

success must be the foundation and the

insight to both founders and newly

anchor of every aspiration.

engaged investors do exist. The model of
continual support exists, as well. We must
require the tech sector to ensure that
channels of mentorship are open and
available to all who need them.

We have presented the exponential
forecast of revenues directly linked to
funding and support of black and minority
led tech startups. The compound benefits
of genuine inclusion and the diversification
of the venture capital community are also
clearly defined. The aftereffects overlay
the economy and society at large. What
must be accentuated is the practical
aspect of connecting startups with
investment capital, and of the equitable
elevation of Black and minority venture
capitalists into partner-level positions.

Atlanta, often seen as the Mecca
of Black wealth, is home to about
20 Black Angel Investors and
Venture Capital Operators.
Brookings reports that along with
Atlanta's 25% increased diversity
in tech leadership, Chicago
represents an equal 25% rise.

Here at Platform Capital Group, we are energized by the
opportunities that exist in the tech sphere. We are committed
to overcoming the challenges that so many Black and minority
investors and startup founders face.

Our dedication to seeing progress and results is the
driving force behind the initiation of our unique

Platform Capital Accelerator Program. It is aimed
directly at securing minority communities the kind of
funding, support and opportunities that have so long
been withheld.

OUR VENTURE MODEL IS DEDICATED TO THREE TENETS

To provide effective services, software tools and accelerator conferences
designed to help minority business owners get the funding needed.

To acquire businesses that will provide support, mentorship and resources
for minority startup founders, and to build these businesses equipped with
the tools essential to contribute and nurture innovation and cultural shifts
within the tech sphere and beyond.

To take an equity stake in qualifying companies, providing pre-seed
capital funding to these businesses as they grow and develop.

To learn more, reach out to our team at +1 (404) 439-9263

FOR INVESTORS | www.platformcp.com
FOR FOUNDERS | www.raisecapnow.com/optin

Our team brings over 70 years of combined Venture capital fundraising
expertise to the table, and over 100 years of business development and
Fortune 500 training leadership experience.

This is backed by a senior advisory team with 30 combined years of
mergers and acquisitions and leveraged buy out experience. We believe
we are perfectly positioned to meet the developing needs of Black and
minority-founded business in the tech-enabled sphere.

Together, we can bring about a change — a change that
transcends the test of time.

